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By combining the Maxwell stress tensor with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, we calculate the optical force and optical torque on particles from optical lattices. We compare our method to the two-component method and the electrostatic approximation (ESA). We also discuss how particle’s refractive index, shape, size, and the morphology of an optical lattice influence optical forces and the condition to form stable optical trapping wells. In addition to optical forces, optical torque from one dimensional (1D) optical lattice is discussed for particles having anisotropic shapes; metastable and stable equilibrium orientation states are found. A detailed understanding of the optical force and torque from optical lattices has significant implications for optical trapping, micromanipulation, and sorting of particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of electromagnetic (EM) waves and materials leads to the reflection, refraction, and absorption of EM waves. Since the momentum of the EM waves is changed during the process, the EM waves exert forces on the materials to keep the total momentum conserved, as was first pointed out by Maxwell in 1873. The application of optical forces was first explored by Ashkin using a highly focused laser beam to trap micro-objects. This breakthrough was later termed “optical tweezers” or “optical traps.” Since then, various forms of optical fields have been developed to achieve optical micromanipulation and optical sorting, including optical vortex, holographic optical tweezers, interferometric optical tweezers, standing wave, plasmonic resonances, and optical lattices. The rapid development of optical micromanipulation provides many applications in various fields, including sorting of cells, macromolecules, and colloids, colloidal crystals evolution, nanofabrication, quantum simulation, micro- and nanomotors, and the study of the physical properties of biology systems including DNA at the molecular level.

The numerical calculations of optical forces are clearly very important to support, design, and nurture the continued fast development of the experiments and the industrial applications of optical micromanipulation, trapping, and sorting. This fact has led to the development of multiple numerical techniques including (1) generalized Lorenz-Mie theory, which is suitable for calculating optical forces on objects of particular shapes including spherical, spheroid, and cylinder shapes; (2) the gradient-force intuitive approach, which is suitable for a strongly focused light source; (3) the T-matrix method, which is suitable for highly symmetric systems; (4) the discrete dipole approximation, which needs to satisfy two validation criteria and is computationally cumbersome; and (5) the electrostatic approximation (ESA) method, which calculates the optical forces on particles with refractive index close to the background medium. Recently, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) was also used to calculate the optical force and the acoustic force on micro- and nanoparticles, but this method has not been extended to optical-lattice applications.

In this paper we combine a previously reported 3D-FDTD simulation and the Maxwell stress tensor to compute both optical forces and optical torques from optical lattices on particles in the Lorentz-Mie regime. The computation method is versatile: It can be applied to calculate optical forces and torques on objects of arbitrary shape and does not require system symmetry. The calculation covers the Lorentz-Mie regime (object size ≈ wavelength) where most applications of optical trapping, micromanipulation, and sorting reside. The method can be applied to both dielectric and absorbing objects. The two-component method and the ESA method were previously used to calculate optical forces from optical lattices. In contrast the method employed here is still effective even if the refractive-index contrast between the particle and the background is high.

The approach can calculate optical forces and optical torques from various forms of optical fields; we specifically focus on optical lattices in this paper. Compared to other techniques, optical trapping and sorting using optical lattices have two advantages. (1) The number of trapping sites is high, up to hundreds; the trapping sites are periodic and can exhibit various optical intensity morphologies. (2) The optical sorting area is large, and control can be automated to offer high throughput sorting. These advantages enable interesting applications. For example, optical lattices can assemble particles to make optical matter including photonic and phononic crystals or potentially even dual-band gap crystals. Recently optical lattices have been extended to a quasicrystalline substrate potential, which assembles particles to the Archimedean-like tiling. In addition to micromanipulations optical lattices can also be used to achieve passive, parallel, and high-throughput optical sorting. Furthermore the optical-mechanical coupling is observed in optical lattices; the optical-binding effect leads to collective oscillations.
therefore, the time-averaged force is expressed as

\[ f = \frac{1}{\tau} \int_0^\tau dt \int_{\partial S_0} \mathbf{T} \cdot \mathbf{n} dS. \] (3)

Here \( \tau \) is the period of the light source. In addition to the net force the torque can be calculated by

\[ \Omega = -\frac{1}{\tau} \int_0^\tau dt \int_{\partial S_0} \mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{T} \times \mathbf{r} dS. \] (4)

Here \( \mathbf{r} \) is the vector from the center of mass of the object to the surface element \( \partial S_0 \).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our numerical calculation the wavelength of the light source in vacuum (\( \lambda \)) is fixed at 1064 nm to relate to the wavelength of the widely used solid-state lasers (Nd: YAG and Nd: YLF). All calculation results are applicable to other typical wavelengths via scaling along with incorporation of the dispersion of the refractive index. We first consider the simplest case of a one-dimensional (1D) periodic optical lattice arising from the interference of two plane waves propagating along opposite directions in a uniform lossless medium. We assume that the medium is water and the refractive index \( n_m \) is taken as 1.3. The light intensity is calculated by

\[ I = \frac{1}{\tau} \int_0^\tau \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{E}_i \right) \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{E}_i^* \right) dt, \] (5)

where \( N \) is the number of plane waves. The electronic component of the first plane wave is given by \( \mathbf{E}_1 = E_0 \exp(i k_0 y - i o t) \hat{z} \), and the electronic vector of the second plane wave is \( \mathbf{E}_2 = E_0 \exp(-i k_0 y - i o t) \hat{z} \); here \( k_0 = 2 \pi n_m / \lambda \) and the polarization of the two plane waves is along \( \hat{z} \) direction. From Eq. (5) the light intensity is

\[ I = E_0^2 + E_0^2 \cos(2k_0 y). \] (6)

From Eq. (6) the period of the optical lattice (\( l \)) is 409 nm. We next introduce a dielectric sphere with diameter \( d \). The refractive index of the particle (\( n_p \)) is taken as 1.58 \((n_p/n_m = 1.2)\), which is typical for polystyrene spheres. We are interested in particles that have size that is comparable to the period of the optical lattice. Specifically, we focus on three kinds of particles: 120-nm diameter \((d/l = 0.293)\), 300-nm diameter \((d/l = 0.733)\), and 540-nm diameter \((d/l = 1.32)\). We change the positions of the centers of the particles (\( y \)) in the optical lattices and calculate the optical forces. From Eqs. (1)–(4) optical forces are directly proportional to the light source power, thus we express the force in the form of \( F/E_0^2 \). The results are shown as the solid lines in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), and the dashed lines are the light intensity distribution. In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the optical forces push the sphere center to the high light-intensity positions and trap it there. In Fig. 1(c), however, optical forces push center of the sphere to the lowest light-intensity positions. From Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), we find that the optical force can be expressed as

\[ F(x,y,z) = F_0 C(x,y,z), \] (7)

where \( C(x,y,z) \) is a function of the particle position in the optical lattice and indicates how the optical force changes with the particle position. In the 1D-optical lattices \( C(x,y,z) \) is only related to \( y \) because of the system symmetry, thus it can be expressed as \( C(y) \). Comparing \( C(y) \) in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) demonstrates a perfect match, which is shown in Fig. 1(d).

The maximum force the particle experiences is \( F_0 \), and it is a function of the particle size and permittivity. We assume that \( F_0 \) is negative when optical forces push the particle center to the low light-intensity positions. Figure 2 shows how \( F_0 \) changes with the diameter of the particle \( d \), \( F_0 \) increases with particle diameter until the diameter is around the period of the optical lattice, and then \( F_0 \) drops quickly with increasing diameter and becomes negative in some range.

We can understand how the optical forces on particles arise from optical lattices from examining the energy aspect. We first assume that the dielectric particle can be modeled as a set of multiple dipoles. The interaction energy between a single dipole \( p \) and the electric field \( \mathbf{E} = -p \cdot \mathbf{E} \). If the refractive index of the particle is near to the background material, \( p \) and \( \mathbf{E} \) are generally in phase, so the particles are pushed into high light-intensity positions to achieve minimum interaction energy. When the diameter of the particle is smaller than the period of the optical lattice, the optical forces push the particle center to the high light-intensity positions and the particle stabilizes at the light-intensity peaks. However, if the diameter of the particle is bigger than the period, the particle can span two light-intensity peaks within the particle when its center lies in the low light-intensity positions. As the diameter increases continually, the particle center may return to high light-intensity positions to hold three peaks in the material, so \( F_0 \) oscillates as \( d \) increases. Figure 2 shows the oscillation of \( F_0 \) in the range of \( 6 \text{nm} < d < 540 \text{nm} \) \((0.015 < d/l < 1.320)\). To quantitatively explain Fig. 2, we define the following parameter to represent how much of the EM field is inside the particle:

\[ \sigma = -\iiint_{V_0} I(x,y,z) \, dx \, dy \, dz. \] (8)
Here $V_0$ is the region occupied by the particle and $I(x,y,z)$ is the light intensity of the optical lattice. The parameter $\sigma$ represents the interaction energy between the particle and the optical lattice, thus the optical force should be directly proportional to the spatial derivative of the parameter $\sigma$:

$$F \propto -\nabla \sigma = \iiint_{V_0} \nabla I(x,y,z) dV. \quad (9)$$

For the 1D-optical lattice, the maximum optical force is

$$F_0 = -\nabla \sigma_0 \approx 2E_0^2k_0 \iiint_{V_0} \sin[2k_0(y + 0.25l)] dV. \quad (10)$$

In Eq. (10) the particle center is at the origin of the coordinates. We plot $\nabla \sigma_0/E_0^2$ as the dotted line in Fig. 2. The reason for the shape differences between $\nabla \sigma_0/E_0^2$ and $F_0/E_0^2$ is that the light intensity in Eq. (8) is calculated from light intensity of the optical lattice; the actual field inside the particle is different from the field of the optical lattice. Despite this, $\nabla \sigma_0/E_0^2$ gives a very good approximation to $F_0$ in the range of $0 < d < l$.

Except for the energy aspect, optical forces from optical lattices can also be calculated by the two-component method. For the single dipole its polarization is proportional to the electric field applied on it and can be expressed by the Clausius-Mossotti relation:

$$P(r,t) = \frac{3\varepsilon_m\varepsilon_0(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m)}{(\varepsilon_s + 2\varepsilon_m)}E_{\text{applied}}(r,t). \quad (11)$$

By employing (11), the gradient force on the dipole can be expressed as

$$f_{\text{grad}}(r,t) = \frac{3\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_m(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m)}{(2\varepsilon_s + 4\varepsilon_m)}\nabla E_{\text{applied}}^2(r,t) dV. \quad (12)$$

FIG. 1. Optical forces for particles with (a) 120-nm diameter, (b) 300-nm diameter, (c) 540-nm diameter. (d) The trends for optical forces acting on particles of different sizes agree with the theoretical predictions.
Here $dV$ is the volume of the dipole. The total force on the particle is the integral of Eq. (12) over the volume of particle, thus

$$F_{\text{grad}}(r) = 3\varepsilon_m\varepsilon_0(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m)/(2\varepsilon_s + 4\varepsilon_m)$$

$$\times \iiint_{V_0} \nabla(E_{\text{applied}}(r,t))_r dV.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

In Eqs. (11)–(13) the applied field $E_{\text{applied}}(r,t)$ on the dipole contains both the electric field from other dipoles and the electric field of the light source. If the particle is small and the refractive index of the particle is near to the background, the impact from other dipoles can be omitted, thus

$$F_{\text{grad}}(x,y,z) \approx 3\varepsilon_m\varepsilon_0(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m)/(2\varepsilon_s + 4\varepsilon_m)$$

$$\times \iiint_{V_0} \nabla I(x,y,z)dV.$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

The ESA method is also used to calculate optical forces from optical lattices.23,65 The energy difference caused by introducing particles into optical lattices can be expressed by

$$\Delta W = \iiint_{V} (\mathbf{E}\mathbf{D} - \mathbf{E}_i\mathbf{D}_i + \mathbf{H}\mathbf{B} - \mathbf{H}_i\mathbf{B}_i)/2dV.$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

Here $V$ is the volume of the whole system; $\mathbf{E}, \mathbf{D}, \mathbf{B}, \mathbf{H}$ are the fields after the particle is introduced into the optical lattice; and $\mathbf{E}_i, \mathbf{D}_i, \mathbf{B}_i, \mathbf{H}_i$ are the fields before the particle is introduced. Equation (15) can be transformed into

$$\Delta W = -\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_m(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m - 1)/2 \iiint_{V_0} \mathbf{E}\mathbf{E}_d dV.$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

Here $V_0$ is the volume of the particle. From Eq. (16),

$$F_{\text{grad}}(r) = -\langle \nabla(\Delta W) \rangle_r = \varepsilon_0\varepsilon_m(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m - 1)/2$$

$$\times \iiint_{V_0} \nabla(\mathbf{E}\mathbf{E}_d)_r dV.$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)

The expression in Eq. (17) is not explicit because it needs information of the optical field inside the particle. $\mathbf{E}$ should be the sum of $\mathbf{E}_i$ and the electric field from the material polarization. If the refractive index of the particle is near to the background and the particle size is small, the material polarization is omitted and $\mathbf{E}_i$ is used to replace $\mathbf{E}$, which leads to

$$F_{\text{grad}}(x,y,z) \approx \varepsilon_0\varepsilon_m(\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m - 1)/2 \iiint_{V_0} \nabla I(x,y,z)dV.$$ \hspace{1cm} (18)

The two-component method is a higher order approximation for calculating optical forces compared to the ESA method because the Clausius-Mossotti relation in the two-component method gives an approximation to the electric field from the material polarization. Equation (14) can be deduced from Eq. (17): if the particle size is small compared to wavelength, the following equation is effective:

$$\mathbf{E} = 3\varepsilon_s\varepsilon_m/(\varepsilon_s + 2\varepsilon_m).$$ \hspace{1cm} (19)

Inserting Eq. (19) into Eq. (17) leads to Eq. (14).

No matter what method is used to understand the optical forces from optical lattices, the forms of optical forces in Eqs. (9), (14), and (18) are similar. Thus Eq. (7) can be expressed as

$$F = \varepsilon_0\eta(n_m,n_s) \iiint_{V_0} \nabla I(x,y,z)dV.$$ \hspace{1cm} (20)

In Eq. (20) the impact of the optical-lattice morphology, the particle shape, and size on optical forces is represented in the volume integral $\iiint_{V_0} \nabla I(x,y,z)dV$. We calculate the volume integral to determine how the optical force changes for particles at different positions and plot it as a solid line in Fig. 1(d). Comparison of the FDTD calculation results with the predictions from physical theory shows an excellent match. Optical force is also impacted by refractive index of the particle. We next calculate the optical force on a titanium particle of 300-nm diameter (dielectric, $n_s = 2.7$ and $n_t/n_m = 2.08$), which is shown in Fig. 3. The shape of optical force line in Fig. 3 is very similar to Fig. 1, and the amplitude of the optical force increases. The impact of refractive index is represented in the parameter $\eta(n_m,n_s)$ in Eq. (20). From the two-component method $\eta(n_m,n_s) = 3n_m^2(n_s^2 - n_m^2)/(2n_s^2 + 4n_m^2)$; from the ESA method $\eta(n_m,n_s) = 0.5(n_s^2 - n_m^2)$.

We next compare parameter $\eta(n_m,n_s)$ from our FDTD simulation, the two-component method,74 and the ESA method;23,65 the results are shown in Fig. 4. Results from the two-component method and the ESA method match the FDTD calculation very well in the low refractive-index range. They are suitable for low relative refractive-index situations; thus, they deviate from FDTD calculation at high index contrast ($n_s/n_m > 1.7$).

From Fig. 4 optical forces increase as the refractive-index contrast increases, and then they decrease. If we assume the particle as a set of dipoles, the electric field experienced by dipole $N$ consists of electric fields of the light source and all the other dipoles:

$$\mathbf{E}_{\text{applied},N} = \mathbf{E}_{\text{applied}} + \sum_M \mathbf{E}_{NM}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (21)

Here $\mathbf{E}_{\text{applied}}$ is the electric field of the optical lattice at the position of dipole $N$. $\mathbf{E}_{NM}$ is the electric field of dipole $M$ at
the position of dipole $N$, and it is given by
\[
E_{NM} = \exp(i\hat{r}_{NM})[(k^2/r_{NM} + ik/r_{NM}^2 - 1/r_{NM}^3)\hat{p}_M
+ (-k^2/r_{NM} - 3ik/r_{NM}^2 + 3/r_{NM}^3)\hat{p}_{NM} \cdot \hat{p}_{NM}],
\]
where $r_{NM}$ is the distance between dipole $M$ and dipole $N$. The dipole moment of dipole $N$ is
\[
\hat{p}_N = \alpha \left( \hat{E}_{ol,N} + \sum_M E_{NM} \right).
\]
Here $\alpha = 3\varepsilon_m \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_\infty - \varepsilon_m) / (\varepsilon_\infty + 2\varepsilon_m)V_d$ and $V_d$ is the volume of the dipole.

From Eqs. (22) and (23) we have
\[
\sum_M A_{NM} \hat{p}_M = \alpha \hat{E}_{ol,N}.
\]

Every dipole generates an equation such as Eq. (24). In the matrix $A$ every component is a polynomial function of $\alpha$. If we solve the set of equations, the final solution has the form
\[
\hat{p}_M = Z_{M,1}(\alpha).
\]
Here $Z_{M,1}(\alpha)$ is a polynomial function of $\alpha$. Inserting Eq. (25) into Eq. (22), we have
\[
E_{NM} = Z_{NM}(\alpha),
\]
thus,
\[
E_{\text{applied},N} = E_{ol,N} + \sum_M Z_{NM}(\alpha) = E_{ol,N} + \sum_M Z_{NM}
\times \left[ 3\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_m V_d / (\varepsilon_\infty - \varepsilon_m) / (\varepsilon_\infty + 2\varepsilon_m) \right].
\]

Inserting Eq. (27) into Eq. (13), we find that optical force is a complex polynomial function of the refractive index of the particle. Optical forces initially increase as the refractive index of the particle increases; after refractive-index contrast exceeds some value (for 300-nm-spherical particles this value is 1.8), the optical forces fluctuate as the refractive index increases.

From Fig. 1 the optical force from the optical lattice is a restoring force, and trapping-potential wells form at the stable equilibrium positions. The shape of optical force lines in Fig. 1 is very near to a sinusoidal shape, thus the depth of the potential well is
\[
U = \int_0^{0.5l} F_0 C(x,y,z)dy \approx \int_0^{0.5l} F_0 \sin(2\pi y/l)dy = F_0 l / \pi.
\]

In real particle systems at finite temperatures Brownian movement causes positional fluctuation. The effect of Brownian movement on optical trapping can be calibrated by a factor $m$ that depends on the relative strength of the potential versus the thermal energy,
\[
m = U/kT.
\]

It is assumed that the trapping force can overcome the effect of Brownian movement when $m > 10$. From Eqs. (28) and (29):
\[
m = U/kT \approx F_0 l / \pi k T = F_0 l / \pi k T \epsilon_0 n_m E_0^2.
\]
Here $Q$ represents the power of the optical lattice $(Q = c \epsilon_0 n_m E_0^2)$. If we assume that the power is $5mW/\mu m^2$ and $T = 300K$, inserting these values into Eq. (30) gives
\[
m \approx F_0 / E_0^2 \times 4.56 \times 10^{25}.
\]

From Fig. 2 $F_0 / E_0^2$ varies as $d$ increases, therefore the trapping ability changes for particles of different sizes. For example, when the diameter is around the period of optical lattices, $m \approx 20$, the trapping force is sufficient to overcome the Brownian movement so particles mainly reside in the high light-intensity positions. For other particle sizes such as $d \approx 1.3l$, however, $F_0 / E_0^2$ is nearly zero. The particles will wander among the optical lattice because of their dominant Brownian movement, and the trapping effect can be ignored. Our calculation method matches with the experimental result observed in Ref. 26.

Next, we consider a three-dimensional (3D) periodic optical lattice arising from the interference of six plane waves. Their electric fields are depicted by:
\[
E_1 = E_0 \exp(ik_0y - i\omega t)z
\]
\[
E_2 = E_0 \exp(-ik_0y - i\omega t)z
\]
\[
E_3 = E_0 \exp(ik_0z - i\omega tx)
\]
\[
E_4 = E_0 \exp(-ik_0z - i\omega tx)
\]
\[
E_5 = E_0 \exp(ik_0x - i\omega ty)
\]
\[
E_6 = E_0 \exp(-ik_0x - i\omega ty)
\]
Here $k_0 = 2\pi n_m / \lambda$, and the light intensity is
\[
I(x,y,z) = 3E_0^2 + E_0^2 \cos(2k_0x) + E_0^2 \cos(2k_0y) + E_0^2 \cos(2k_0z).
\]

The highest light-intensity positions are simple cubic lattice, and the period of the optical lattice $(l)$ is 409 nm. Equation (38) is a simple approximation to the P-minimal surface having $Pm\bar{3}m$ symmetry. From Eq. (38) the origin of the coordinate system is a high light-intensity position. We calculate the optical force on two kinds of spherical particles:
polystyrene particle with permittivity 2.56 and absorbing particles with permittivity $2.56 + i$. The diameter of the particles is 300 nm. We change the positions of the centers of the particles $r = (x^2 + y^2 + z^2)^{1/2}$ along [100], [110], and [111] directions and calculate the optical forces. The results are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a) optical forces along different directions fulfill $F_{\text{max}[100]} = F_{\text{max}[110]}/\sqrt{2} = F_{\text{max}[111]}/\sqrt{3}$. This can be understood from Eq. (9): $F \propto \nabla I(x,y,z)$. Inserting Eq. (38) into the Eq. (9) leads to

$$F \propto \sin(2k_0 x) \hat{x} + \sin(2k_0 y) \hat{y} + \sin(2k_0 z) \hat{z}. \quad (39)$$

From Eq. (39) the restoring force pushes the particle to high light-intensity positions, where optical potential wells form. The depth of the potential well is different along different directions and the shallowest potential is along the [100] direction. Compared to the 1D-optical lattice, the 3D-optical lattice offers 3D trapping; the depth of the potential well in 3D-optical lattice is similar to the 1D-optical lattice.

In addition to dielectric particles, optical trapping has been extended to absorbing particles.$^{86-89}$ The permittivity of absorbing particles has imaginary part $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2$. For Rayleigh particles the gradient optical force is

$$F = |\varepsilon| \nabla E^2/2. \quad (40)$$

In Eq. (40) $\varepsilon$ is the polarizability and can be expressed as

$$|\varepsilon| = 3V_{\text{eff}}[(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_m)/(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_m)]. \quad (41)$$

In Eq. (41) the effective volume ($V_{\text{eff}}$) is smaller than the space volume of the particle because of the absorption:$^{38}$

$$V_{\text{eff}} = 4\pi \int_0^{0.5d} r^2 \exp[-(0.5d - r)/\delta]dr, \quad (42)$$

where $\delta$ is the skin depth and can be calculated from the permittivity of the particle,

$$\delta = \lambda/2\pi \sqrt{(\varepsilon_1^2 + \varepsilon_2^2 - \varepsilon_1)/2}. \quad (43)$$

From Eqs. (40) and (41) the effect of absorption on optical force is determined by the effect of absorption on polarizability:

$$F_{\varepsilon=\varepsilon_1+i\varepsilon_2} = |\varepsilon|_{\varepsilon=\varepsilon_1+i\varepsilon_2}/|\varepsilon|_{\varepsilon=\varepsilon_1} = [V_{\varepsilon=\varepsilon_1+i\varepsilon_2}](\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_m)/(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_m)]./(V_{\varepsilon=\varepsilon_1}(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_m)/(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_m)].. \quad (44)$$

The permittivity absorption part $\varepsilon_2$ increases $[(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_m)/(\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2 + 2\varepsilon_m)]$ and decreases $V_{\text{eff}} = 4\pi \int_0^{0.5d} r^2 \exp[-(d/2 - r)/\delta]dr$. For absorbing particles in Lorenz-Mie range, however, the size of particles is usually higher than the skin depth, and the electric field inside the particle gets smaller because of the absorption. According to Eq. (17) absorption generally leads to smaller optical force. This is confirmed by comparing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b): absorption causes optical forces to decrease by 25%.

FIG. 5. (a) Optical forces on polystyrene particles arising from the 3D-optical lattice. The shapes of the optical-force lines along different directions are similar. The amplitudes of the optical forces fulfill $F_{\text{max}[1,0,0]} = F_{\text{max}[1,1,0]}/\sqrt{2} = F_{\text{max}[1,1,1]}/\sqrt{3}$. (b) Optical forces on absorbing particles arising from the 3D-optical lattice.

FIG. 6. Optical torques on three kinds of cylinders. For the 140-mm-length cylinder, we have not observed stable equilibrium orientations. For the 400-mm-length cylinder, $\theta = 0$ is the stable equilibrium orientation. For the 800-mm-length cylinder, in addition to the stable equilibrium orientation at $\theta = 0$, metastable orientation is observed at $\theta = \pm 0.5\pi$. 
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Our previous discussions concern spherical particles; to date, nonspherical micro- and nanostructures have been fabricated in experiments through multiple methods such as holographic interference lithography, stop-flow interference lithography, and the modification and aggregation of spherical particles. In addition to optical forces optical lattices also apply optical torques on these nonspherical structures, offering the possibility to simultaneously control the position and orientation of particles. We now calculate the optical torque on particles in the 1D-optical lattices discussed previously. Three forms of particles are examined: a cylinder with 140-nm length and 140-nm diameter (aspect ratio 1), a cylinder with 400-nm length and 80-nm diameter (aspect ratio 5), and a cylinder with 800-nm length and 60-nm diameter (aspect ratio 13.3); the particles have near-identical volumes. We fix their centers at the highest light-intensity positions, and the particles rotate in the XY plane. As shown in Fig. 6, the angle between the long axis of the particle and the axis is defined as $\theta$. The optical torques on the cylinders as a function of angle of the cylinder axis ($\theta$) are shown in Fig. 6, which shows that optical torques on particles of various shapes are very different. Optical torques on particles can also be understood from the aspect of energy. The interaction energy between a dielectric particle and optical lattice is expressed in Eq. (16), thus

$$\Omega = -\partial (\Delta W)/\partial \theta = e_0 \varepsilon_m (\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m) - 1/2 \times \partial \left( \iiint_{V_0} \vec{E}\cdot dV \right) / \partial \theta. \quad (45)$$

From (45) the physical origin of optical torque is that the particle adopts particular orientations to minimize the interaction energy. If the refractive index of particles is near to the background (e.g., polystyrene, silica particles in distilled water), we can assume $\vec{E} = 6e_m \varepsilon_s/(2\varepsilon_s + 4\varepsilon_m)$; this leads to

$$\Omega = 3e_0 \varepsilon_m (\varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_m)/(2\varepsilon_s + 4\varepsilon_m) \partial \left( \iiint_{V_0} I(x,y,z) dV \right) / \partial \theta. \quad (46)$$

For particles with near spherical shape or with a size much smaller than the period of optical lattices, optical torques on them are small because the total light intensity inside does not change much as the particles rotate with respect to the optical lattice $\partial (\iiint_{V_0} I(x,y,z) dV)/\partial \theta \approx 0$. Figure 6 confirms that the 140-nm length cylinder has a size much smaller than the period of the optical lattice (409 nm), and its shape is near-to-spherical compared to other cylinders calculated; thus, the optical torque on it is nearly zero compared to other cylinders. For particles with large aspect ratio and sizes comparable to the period of optical lattices, $\theta = 0$ is the stable equilibrium state. For the cylinder with aspect ratio 13.3, however, the two ends of the cylinder are both in high intensity regimes at $\theta = 0.5\pi$, so in addition to the stable equilibrium state of $\theta = 0$, a metastable state of $\theta = 0.5\pi$ exists.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary the optical force and optical torque from optical lattices are important for a wide variety of physical phenomena, ranging from optical trapping, optical micromanipulation, and optical sorting. The optical force is a function of optical lattice morphology and the refractive index, size, shape, and orientation of the particle. Optical force can be expressed as $F = \varepsilon_0 \eta(n_m,n_s) \iiint_{V_0} \nabla I(x,y,z) dV$: the parameter $\eta(n_m,n_s)$ increases with the particle-refractive index up to $n_m/n_s = 1.8$, then it fluctuates as $n_m$ increases. Absorption generally leads to smaller optical forces in the Lorentz-Mie regime. In the range of $0 < d < 1.5l$ the optical force reaches the maximum when the size of particle is around the period of the optical lattice. For particles near to spherical shape or with a size much smaller than the period of the optical lattice, optical torque is small compared to particles with size comparable to the period of the optical lattice and large aspect ratio. Both metastable and stable equilibrium orientation states exist for cylinder particles in the 1D-optical lattice.
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